
BRAINY PowerPoint Script 

 

Slide 1 – Why do we have museums? (Let students provide multiple answers.) 

 

Slide 2 - Museums collect and care for objects of scientific, artistic, or historical 

importance and make them available for public viewing through exhibits that may be 

permanent or temporary. 

 

Slides 3, 4 – Cabinet of Curiousities 

(Ask students what they think this means.) A cabinet of curiosities was an encyclopedic 

collection in Renaissance Europe of types of objects whose categorical boundaries were 

yet to be defined.  

 

(Ask students to create stories about where these items came from and how they got to 

this room.)  They were also known by various names such as Cabinet of Wonder, and in 

German Kunstkammer ("art-room") or Wunderkammer ("wonder-room"). Modern 

terminology would categorize the objects included as belonging to natural history 

(sometimes faked), geology, ethnography, archaeology, religious or historical relics, 

works of art (including cabinet paintings) and antiquities. "The Kunstkammer was 

regarded as a microcosm or theater of the world, and a memory theater. The 

Kunstkammer conveyed symbolically the patron's control of the world through its indoor, 

microscopic reproduction. Of Charles I of England's collection, Peter Thomas has 

succinctly stated, "The Kunstkabinett itself was a form of propaganda". Besides the most 

famous and best documented cabinets of rulers and aristocrats, members of the merchant 

class and early practitioners of science in Europe also formed collections that were 

precursors to museums. 

 

Slide 5 – Banana Museum - Hesperia, California 

According to the Guiness Book of World Records the Largest collection devoted to a 

single fruit is the Banana Museum in Hesperia, California. Formerly in Altadena 

California for 32 years, in 2006 the Recreation and Parks Department of the Hi Desert 

city of Hesperia moved it to the Harrison Exhibit Center. The museum's collection 

includes an eight foot banana couch and a petrified banana. 

 

Slide 6 – The Bunny Museum, Pasadena, California 

The Bunny Museum is truly unique and extremely bizarre. Located in a residential home 

in a quiet Pasadena neighborhood, it takes collecting to an almost hoarder-like extreme. 

At the time of my visit, the museum was filled to the brim with 29,000 bunnies -- stuffed, 

statues and every manner of bunny replica that you could possibly imagine. 

The collection was started years ago by the married couple who live here. To show their 

affection to each other they gift one another a rabbit a day. There are also live bunnies 

and a display case of freeze dried bunnies who were past members of the household, now 

residing in Bunny Heaven. 

 

Slide 7 – UFO Museum-Roswell, New Mexico 



In early 1990, Walter Haut, who had been public information officer at Roswell Army 

Air Field in 1947, began promoting the idea of a home for information on the Roswell 

Incident and other UFO phenomena. 

 

He got together with Glenn Dennis, another Roswell Incident participant, and the two 

sought a home for a UFO Museum. This brought them to Roswell Realtor Max Littell, 

who helped find the first location for the Museum. 

 

The Museum continues to provide information to the general public on all aspects of the 

UFO phenomena. People from around the world travel to Roswell to see what the 

Museum has to offer and to simply “be in Roswell where it happened.” 

 

Museum exhibits include information on the Roswell Incident, crop circles, UFO 

sightings, Area 51, ancient astronauts and abductions. The exhibits are designed not to 

convince anyone to believe one way or another about their subjects. Visitors are 

encouraged to ask questions. Many visitors come numerous times and some spend days 

or even weeks doing research in the library. 

 

Slide 8 - Hair Museum-Avanos, Turkey. 

Regarded as one of the weirdest museums in the world, the Hair Museum of Avanos, in 

Cappadocia, is definitely a must-see if you’re into bizarre tourist spots. Ever since 3000 

BC, Avanos has been known for its high quality earthenware, made from the mineral-rich 

mud of the Red River, but in recent years, the town has mostly been mentioned in relation 

to a unique hair museum created by skilled Turkish potter Chez Galip. The unusual 

establishment, located under Galip’s pottery shop, is filled with hair samples from over 

16,000 women. The walls, ceiling, and all other surfaces, except the floor, are covered 

with locks of hair from the different women who have visited this place and pieces of 

paper with addresses on them. 

 

The story goes that the museum was started over 30 years ago, when one of Galip’s 

friends had to leave Avanos, and he was very sad. To leave him something to remember 

her by, the woman cut a piece of her hair and gave it to the potter. Since then, the women 

who visited his place and heard the story gave him a piece of their hair and their complete 

address. Throughout the years, he has amassed an impressive collection of over 16,000 

differently colored locks of hair, from women all around the world. 

 

Slide 9 - Why do people collect objects?  

Do you have collections? 

What do you collect? 

Why do you collect? 

How do you display your collections? 

 

Slides 10, 11 – Guggenheim Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright, NYC (Exterior) 

What does it look like? How is it different from other museums? How do you think artists 

reacted to this new museum? Why? 

 



Slides 12, 13 - Guggenheim Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright, NYC (Interior) 

 

Slides 14, 15 - Guggenheim Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright, NYC (Skylight) 

What does this remind you of? Spider Web? 

 

Slides 16, 17 – Artist Cai Guo-Qiang responds with a work of art. 

 

What do you think of these museums? What do you see?  

 

What do they remind you of? Castle? Boat? Bird? Building blocks? Exploding 

building? Where do you hang the art? 

 

Let students do most of the observations/talking when examining museum images. 

Slides 18, 19 - Weisman Art Museum, Minneapolis, MN: The museum's current 

building, designed by renowned architect Frank Gehry was completed in 1993. The 

stainless steel skin was fabricated and installed by the A. Zahner Company, a frequent 

collaborator with Gehry's office. 

It is one of the major landmarks on campus, situated on a bluff overlooking the 

Mississippi River at the east end of the Washington Avenue Bridge. The building 

presents two faces, depending on which side it is viewed from. From the campus side, it 

presents a brick facade that blends with the existing brick and sandstone buildings. On 

the opposite side, the museum is a playground of curving and angular brushed steel 

sheets. This side is an abstraction of a waterfall and a fish. 

Slide 20 – What do you think this architect’s house looks like? -Various views of Frank 

Gehry’s home in Santa Barbara, CA. 

Slide 21, 22, 23 – Milwaukee Art Museum, Milwaukee, WI: The Milwaukee Art 

Museum collects and preserves art, presenting it to the community as a vital source of 

inspiration and education. From its roots in Milwaukee’s first art gallery in 1888, the 

Museum has grown today to be an icon for Milwaukee and a resource for the entire state. 

  

The 341,000-square-foot Museum includes the War Memorial Center (1957) designed by 

Finnish-American architect Eero Saarinen, the Kahler Building (1975) by David Kahler, 

and the Quadracci Pavilion (2001) created by Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava. The 

Pavilion has been referred to as a boat or bird and makes reference to the water (Lake 

Michigan) it is located next to in Milwaukee. 

 

Slides 24, 25, 26 – Denver Art Museum: The newest addition to the Denver Art 

Museum is the Frederic C. Hamilton Building, which holds the Modern and 

Contemporary art collection, along with the Architecture and Design collection, and 

Oceanic art collection. The unique building also serves as the main entrance to the rest of 

the museum complex. This ambitious project doubled the size of the museum, allowing 

for an expansion of the art on view, inside a bold aesthetic facade. 



  

The complex geometric design of the Hamilton building consists of 20 sloping planes, 

covered in 230,000 square feet of titanium shingles. The angular design juts in many 

directions, supported by a 2,740-ton structure that contains more than 3,100 pieces of 

steel. One of the angled elements extends 100 feet (30 m) over the street below. None of 

the 20 planes is parallel or perpendicular to another. 

  

The design uses many extended angular planes to be reminiscent of the natural landscape. 

Similar to the peaked roof of the Denver International Airport, the Hamilton building 

emulates the sharp angles of the nearby Rocky Mountains, as well as the geometric 

crystals found at the mountains' base near Denver. Daniel Libeskind, architect of the 

building, said “I was inspired by the light and geology of the Rockies, but most of all by 

the wide-open faces of the people of Denver.” The titanium panels also reflect the light of 

the Colorado sunshine. 

  

Regarding the entire design concept, Libeskind commented, “The project is not designed 

as a standalone building but as part of a composition of public spaces, monuments and 

gateways in this developing part of the city, contributing to the synergy amongst 

neighbors large and intimate.” 

  

Libeskind designed a landscaped pedestrian plaza for the DAM complex, which also 

displays significant works of outdoor sculpture. The works include: 'Scottish Angus Cow 

and Calf' by Dan Ostermiller, the 'Big Sweep' by Coosje van Bruggen and Claes 

Oldenburg, and an untitled work by Beverly Pepper. 

 

The North Building, a major and distinctive seven-story 210,000-ft2 addition, opened in 

1971.[5] It allowed the museum to finally display its collections under one roof. The 

building was designed by Italian modernist architect Gio Ponti, with local architects 

James Sudler Assoc. of Denver. Ponti said that “Art is a treasure, and these thin but 

jealous walls defend it.” It is his only completed design built in the United States. Ponti 

wanted the DAM building, housing the important art within, to break from the traditional 

museum archetypes by placing more than a million reflective glass tiles on the building’s 

exterior, along with a dramatic “castle-like” façade. The architecturally unique tower 

building has 24 sides, and is clad in reflective grey glass tiles specially designed by Dow 

Corning. 

 

Slide 27 – Museums Are For You! 

 

Slide 28 – Where have we been? 

 

Slides 29 – 32 - Museum Etiquette (What does this mean?) 

 

 

 

 


